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ABSTRACT
Advanced RAIM (ARAIM) for vertical guidance has
attracted considerable attention both from integrity
providers and receiver manufacturers, due to its potential
to achieve worldwide coverage of vertical guidance with a
reduced investment on the ground segment compared to
Satellite-based Augmentation Systems. Several user
algorithms have been published, mostly variants of
solution separation and possible optimizations. These
descriptions have focused on the definition of the Vertical
Protection Level (VPL), because that is what was needed
to simulate ARAIM availability as a function of the input
parameters and the constellation configurations.
However, an ARAIM user algorithm has many more
elements that need to be defined. The purpose of this
work is to describe an Advanced RAIM user algorithm
step-by-step including: the Integrity Support Message
(ISM) processing, the fault detection and exclusion, and
the Protection Level calculation – including the
Horizontal Protection Level. In this description, we
attempt to clarify areas that have remained undefined.
We propose the contents of the ISM, and a clarification of
the interpretation of its parameters. These parameters
describe both the nominal error behavior and the
probability of fault on one or more satellites. The
nominal error is characterized by two sets of standard
deviation and maximum bias, the first one for integrity
purposes and the second one, less conservative, for
accuracy and continuity evaluation purposes. We show
how to compute the nominal error model as a function of

the ISM content, and how to determine which fault modes
must be monitored – including which subset solutions
must be computed and compared against the all-in-view
solution.
In this paper, we make explicit under which conditions a
fault must be declared. In addition to the solution
separation statistics, we show why it is prudent to include
an additional chi-square test on the residuals. We also
describe the actions that follow the detection of a fault or
faults, and under which conditions fault exclusion can be
performed.
Although this is not expected to be
fundamentally different from the current approaches taken
in horizontal RAIM, there are differences that arise.
As mentioned above, the Vertical Protection Level has
been defined in several publications (each with small
variations). In this paper we address the implementation
details for both the VPL and the HPL. First, in case a
large number of fault modes need to be monitored, a large
number of subset solutions must be computed. We show
how to efficiently compute the subset solutions. Second,
the PLs that provide good availability typically require an
iterative halving algorithm. We describe a method to
compute a tight upper bound with very few steps. In
addition, we provide the formulas for the Effective
Monitor Threshold, the fault free 10-7 error bound, and the
95% bound on the accuracy. A concrete numerical
example is given to facilitate the verification of the
provided formulas and algorithms.

1.

INTRODUCTION

GPS with Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring
(RAIM) has been used for aircraft navigation since the
mid-nineties [1], [2]. Today, RAIM guarantees horizontal
error bounds of one nautical mile worldwide with high
availability, and down to 0.3 nautical miles with
somewhat reduced availability, without additional ground
infrastructure [3], [4], [5]. With the deployment of new
GNSS constellations and new signals in Aeronautical
Radio Navigation Service (ARNS) bands, there is a strong
interest to expand the role of RAIM in aircraft navigation
[6].
It is expected that at the end of this decade there will be at
least three GNSS constellations with signals in the L1/E1
and L5/E5a frequency bands: GPS, Galileo, and
COMPASS [7]. The increased number of satellites in
view will improve the user geometry, and the new signals
in L5/E5a will allow receivers to cancel the first order
ionospheric delay which is the largest source of
pseudorange error uncertainty. In addition, in the case of
GPS, there have been significant gains in clock and
ephemeris accuracy as well as satellite reliability in the
last decade [32].
These improvements have naturally led to consider the
use of RAIM for more demanding phases of flight, in
particular those requiring vertical guidance. There are
currently 2939 Localizer Performance with Vertical
guidance (LPV) approach procedures [8] in the U.S (more
than twice the number of ILS approaches) [40]. These
procedures, which are almost equivalent to Category I
precision approaches, have very stringent requirements on
the navigation error. For LPV-250, which allows minima
down to 250 feet, any vertical position error larger than
50 m (the Vertical Alert Limit (VAL)) must be flagged to
the pilot within 6s (with a probability larger than 1-10-7).
For LPV -200, which allows minima down to 200 feet,
the VAL goes down to 35 m. Currently, these procedures
are supported by Satellite Based Augmentation Systems
(SBAS). An SBAS receiver assesses the availability of an
LPV-200 approach by computing a Vertical Protection
Level (VPL) and a Horizontal Protection Level (HPL)
(which are 10-7 error bounds on the vertical and horizontal
position errors respectively).
The GPS Evolutionary Architecture Study (GEAS)
outlined an Advanced RAIM concept in the GEAS Phase
II report [6], which has been further developed within the
Working Group C ARAIM Technical subgroup (ARAIM
SG) [9]. This ARAIM concept relies on a ground system
to provide periodic updates regarding the nominal
performance and fault rates of the multiplicity of
contributing constellations.
This integrity data is
contained in the Integrity Support Message (ISM) that is

determined on the ground and broadcast to the airborne
fleet [9], [10].
Since the GEAS Phase II Report [6], it has become
apparent that multiple simultaneous faults cannot be ruled
out, and therefore might need to be mitigated by the
airborne receiver. The user algorithm described in [6]
only covered the single fault case. Although it was
indicated that the algorithm could be generalized to
multiple failures, the exact implementation was not made
explicit. Methods to compute the Protection Levels with
threat models including multiple faults have been
described in [11], [12], [13]. The present work describes
each step of an ARAIM user algorithm based on these
references.
Section 2 describes some of the performance
requirements that need to be met by the ARAIM user
algorithm, and motivates the need for additional
availability criteria. Section 3 describes the main elements
of the reference user algorithm step by step for ARAIM,
and is an extension of the one described in the GEAS
Phase II Report [6], including elements of [11], [12], and
[13]. The algorithm is described in the order it is
executed, starting with the calculation of the nominal
error models and ending with the exclusion function.
Section 4 summarizes possible improvements of the
reference algorithm investigated by the ARAIM SG.

2.

NAVIGATION REQUIREMENTS

The target operational level for ARAIM is LPV-200,
which is a relatively new operation and one that is
incompletely specified in the ICAO Standards And
Recommended Practices (SARPs) [14]. Currently, LPV200 is only provided by SBAS. The SARPs contain both
requirements and guidance material on the desired
operational
performance,
including
positioning
performance, continuity, and availability. However,
ARAIM will have different characteristics than current
SBAS, and it is important to understand how these
differences may affect operational behaviour and the
feasibility of meeting LPV-200 requirements. SBAS is a
differential system that has better accuracy than the one
expected for ARAIM. Furthermore, there is a concern
that the test statistics in ARAIM, while protecting against
errors exceeding the VAL, could allow large errors to
remain undetected (for vertical guidance, it is not
sufficient to have position errors below the VAL).
Therefore, it is necessary to understand the operational
requirements of LPV-200 and ensure the final ARAIM
algorithm addresses these concerns.
For continuity, the SARPs specify a continuity risk
requirement of 8x10-6 per 15 s. For ARAIM, the airborne

algorithm tests have a finite probability of false alert,
which can cause a loss of continuity. For this reason, a
fraction Pfa of the total continuity budget must be
allocated to the airborne algorithm.

The SARPs describe
performance criteria:


four

vertical

positioning

vertical position errors greater than 15 m more often than
0.00001% of the time.
As was described in [6] and [9], there are two error
models: an integrity error model and an accuracy (or
continuity) error model (Appendix A). The integrity error
model is used in the terms that have an impact on the
integrity requirements, whereas the accuracy error model
is used for all the other ones. More details can be found
in [6] and [9].

4 m, 95% accuracy;
3.



10 m, 99.99999% fault-free accuracy;



15 m, 99.999% Effective Monitoring Threshold
(EMT); and



35 m, 99.99999% limit on the position error,
(i.e., the VPL has to be below a VAL of 35m).

Two of the criteria: 95% accuracy and VPL are described
in Chapter 3 of Annex 10, Volume 1, of the ICAO SARPs
[14]. The other two criteria: fault-free accuracy and
EMT, are only described in the guidance material in
Attachment D to Annex 10 which also provides more
information on the previous two criteria. For the Wide
Area Augmentation System (WAAS), it was determined
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) that if the
VPL requirement is met, the other conditions are also all
met. This is because of the inherent accuracy of WAAS
and that the VPL is driven by rare fault-modes. Any
condition that supported a VPL below 35 m, also assured
that the accuracy requirements and EMT would be met.
ARAIM will have different error characteristics than
SBAS. Unlike any SBAS, ARAIM makes use of the
dual-frequency ionosphere-free pseudorange combination.
Additionally, ARAIM does not use differential
corrections. Therefore, it will likely have worse accuracy
than current SBAS systems. Further, its method of error
detection may allow fault modes to create larger position
errors before they are identified and removed. Thus,
conditions that support an ARAIM VPL below 35 m may
not always lead to error characteristics that support LPV200 operations.
Therefore, we introduce two additional other real-time
tests in the aircraft to ensure that every supported
condition has error characteristics that meet the intent of
the SARPs. Specifically an accuracy test and an EMT test
are described in Section 3. A single accuracy test assures
that both the 4 m 95% and the 10 m 99.99999% test are
met (since the tests are of identical form, but the 10 m test
is more stringent). The EMT test prevents faults that are
not large enough to ensure detection from creating

ARAIM USER ALGORITHM

Definitions
y: vector of pseudorange measurements minus the
expected range for an all-in-view position solution
x: receiver position and clock states (offset with respect to
a position close enough to the true position so that the
linear approximation of the observation equation is valid)
G: geometry matrix in East North Up (ENU) coordinates
with a clock component for each constellation
Q: tail probability of a zero mean unit normal distribution.
The Q function is defined as:
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Q-1:inverse of the Q function.
PL: Protection Level
List of inputs
Name
PRi

σURA,i
σURE,i
bnom,i
Psat,i
Pconst,j

Description
Pseudorange for satellite i after
dual frequency correction,
tropospheric correction, and
smoothing are performed
standard deviation of the clock
and ephemeris error of satellite i
used for integrity
standard deviation of the clock
and ephemeris error of satellite i
used for accuracy and continuity
maximum nominal bias for
satellite i used for integrity
prior probability of fault in
satellite i per approach
prior probability of a fault
affecting more than one satellite

Source
Receiver

ISM
ISM
ISM
ISM
ISM

Iconst,j
Nsat
Nconst

in constellation j per approach
index of satellites belonging to
constellation j
number of satellites
number of constellations

Receiver
Receiver
Receiver

The reference version of the Integrity Support Message
contains σURA,i, σURE,i, bnom,i, and Psat,i for each satellite i;
and Pconst,j for each constellation j.

TCHECK
TRECOV

calculation of the
Effective Monitor
Threshold
Time constant between
consistency checks of
excluded satellites
Minimum time period a
previously excluded
satellite remains out of
the all-in-view position
solution

300 s
600 s

List of constants
Pseudorange covariance matrices Cint and Cacc
Name

Description

PHMI
PHMIVERT

total integrity budget
integrity budget for the
vertical component
integrity budget for the
horizontal component
threshold for the integrity
risk coming from
unmonitored constellation
faults
threshold for the integrity
risk coming from
unmonitored satellite
faults
continuity budget
allocated to disruptions
due to false alert. The
total continuity budget is
8 x 10-6 per approach
[14].
continuity budget
allocated to the vertical
mode
continuity budget
allocated to the horizontal
mode
continuity budget
allocated to the chi-square
test
tolerance for the
computation of the
Protection Level
number of standard
deviations used for the
accuracy formula
number of standard
deviations used for the 107
fault free vertical
position error
probability used for the

PHMIHOR
PCONST_THRES

PSAT_THRES

PFA

PFA_VERT
PFA_HOR
PFA_CHI2
TOLPL
KACC
KFF

PEMT

Value
(preliminary)
10-7
9.8 x 10-8
2 x 10-9
4 x 10-8

4 x 10-8

4 x 10-6

The first step of the reference ARAIM algorithm
proposed consists in computing the pseudorange error
diagonal covariance matrices Cint (the nominal error
model used for integrity) and Cacc (the nominal error
model used for accuracy and continuity). They are
defined by:
2
2
2
Cint  i, i   URA
,i  tropo,i  user ,i

2
2
2
Cacc  i, i   URE
,i   tropo,i   user ,i

(2)

Preliminary error models for σtropo, and σuser,i for both
Galileo and GPS are given in Appendix A.
Results of this step: Cint and Cacc

All-in-view position solution
3.9 x 10-6
9 x 10-8
10-8
5 x 10-2 m
1.96
5.33

10-5

To be included in the all-in-view position solution, a
satellite must not have been flagged in the last TRECOV
period and have a valid set of input parameters from the
ISM. The all-in-view position solution x̂  0  is computed
as defined in Appendix E of [15]. A weighted leastsquares estimation is performed at each iteration. The
update for x̂ is given by:
xˆ   G T WG  G T W PR
1

(3)

The geometry matrix G is an Nsat by 3+Nconst matrix,
where Nconst is the number of independent constellations.
The first three columns of G are defined as in Appendix E
of [15]. Each of the remaining columns corresponds to
the clock reference of each constellation. Labeling the
constellations from j=1 to Nconst, we define:

Gi,3 j  1 if satellite i belongs to constellation j

Once Nsat ,max is determined, all subsets with Nsat-Nsat,max or
more satellites are formed. We note idxk the indices of the
satellites included in subset k (this subset is used to
monitor the fault indexed by k). For subset idxk =
[1,Nsat]\{i1, …, ir} the corresponding probability is given
by:

(4)

Gi,3 j  0 otherwise
The weighting matrix W is defined as:

W  Cint1

(5)

p fault , k 

ΔPR is the vector of pseudorange measurements minus
the expected ranging values based on the location of the
satellites and the position solution given by the previous
iteration. When the position solution has converged, the
last  P R is the vector y as defined above.
Results of this step: y, G,



9

1.33 10 / approach

The ISM does not specify explicitly which fault modes
need to be monitored, and the corresponding prior
probabilities which need to be assigned.
This
determination must be made by the receiver based on the
contents of the ISM, in particular Psat,i and Pconst,j
(introduced above in the list of inputs). Appendix C
describes an algorithm that forms the list of fault modes
(indexed by k) and their probabilities pfault,k as a function
of the ISM. The index k=0 corresponds to the fault free
case. A summary of the approach is provided below.

Constellation faults
In a similar way, we determine the maximum number
Nconst,max of simultaneous constellation faults that need to
be monitored. Although it is very unlikely that Nconst,max
would exceed one, Appendix C indicates here how to
determine it for arbitrary values. As with satellite faults,
we must have:

Independent simultaneous satellite faults





min r 1,, Nsat | Psat _ subsets r  1, Psat ,1 ,, Psat , Nsat  PSAT _ THRES
(6)
Appendix C provides an explicit way of determining the
above number and an upper bound of Psat_subsets(r,Psat,1,…,
,Psat,Nsat). We define:
Psat , not monitored  Psat _ subsets N sat ,max  1, Psat ,1 , , Psat , N sat



(7)



Pconst _ subsets N const ,max  1, Pconst ,1 ,..., Pconst , Nconst  PCONST _ THRES

First, we determine the maximum number Nsat,max of
simultaneous satellite faults that need to be monitored.
To compute Nsat,max , we define the probability of of all
subset faults of size r and more. This probability will be
noted Psat_subsets(r,Psat,1,…, ,Psat,Nsat). The number Nsat,max
is defined by:

Nsat ,max 

(9)

Nsat,max, the maximum number of simultaneous satellite
failures that needs to be considered, is therefore two,
because the contribution of all subset faults with three or
more satellites is only a fraction of the total integrity
budget. There are 20 one-satellite subsets and 190 twosatellite subsets. The contribution from all three-or-more
fault cases is below 1.33 10-9.

Determination of the faults that need to be monitored
and the associated probabilities of fault





Psat _ subsets, upper bound 3, Psat ,1 ,..., Psat , Nsat 

x̂



(8)

Psat ,is

To illustrate this step, assume there are 20 satellites (Nsat
= 20), all with Psat= 10-4. We have:

 0





s 1,..., r

(10)
We define:



Pconst _ subsets N const ,max  1, Pconst ,1 ,..., Pconst , Nconst





(11)

In the case of two constellations with a prior of 10-4, the
probability of two simultaneous constellation faults is 108
, which is below the threshold PCONST_THRES. There are
therefore two fault modes that need to be monitored, one
corresponding to each constellation fault.
Combined satellite – constellation faults
The combination of constellation and satellite faults is not
considered at this time, as we expect this probability to be
negligible. However, we can generalize the approach
above the modes derived from the combined constellation
and satellite fault. The idea is the same as above, but

without distinguishing satellites and constellation faults.
We define Nsat-const,max as:

N sat const ,max 
r 1,, N sat  Nconst |

min  Psat _ const _ subsets r  1, Psat ,1 ,, Psat , Nsat , Pconst ,1 ,..., Pconst , Nsonxt

 PSAT _ THRES  PCONST _ THRES











The computation of S(k) should take advantage of the
relationship between S(0) and S(k) through rank one updates
(in the case of a multiple satellite fault mode, more than
one rank update is necessary) . The rank one updates
formulas are given in Appendix I.
Let the index q = 1, 2, and 3 designate the East, North and
k
Up components respectively. The variances of xˆ q  for q

from 1 to 3 are given by:

The number Nsat-const,max is now the number of
simultaneous faults that needs to be monitored ( satellite
or constellation faults).
Results of this step: pfault,k ,idxk for k ranging from 1 to the
maximum number of fault modes to be monitored (Nfault
modes), Psat,not monitored, and Pconst,not monitored



 q k  2  G T W  k  G



1

(15)

q,q

The worst case impact of the nominal biases bnom,i on the
k
position solution xˆ q  is given by:
N sat

bq    S q ,i bnom ,i
k

Fault-tolerant positions and associated standard
deviations and biases
The monitor chosen to protect against the list of threats
determined in the previous section is solution separation.
Appendix G shows that, under certain assumptions, it is
the optimal statistic.
For each k from 1 to Nfault modes, the difference xˆ  k 
between the fault-tolerant position xˆ  k  and the all-in-view
position solution x̂  0  , the standard deviations, and test
thresholds are determined. For each k, we compute the
diagonal weighting matrix:
W

k 

W

k 

 i, i   C  i, i  if i is in idxk
 i, i   0 otherwise
1
int

We compute the variance of the difference, xˆq  , between
k

the all-in-view and the fault tolerant position solutions:







 ss k,q2  eqT S  k   S  0  Cacc S  k   S  0



T

eq

(17)

in which eq denotes a vector whose qth entry is one and all
others are zero.
Results of this step:  q  ,  ss ,q , bq
k

modes,

k

k

for k from 0 to Nfault

and from q from 1, 2, and 3.

Solution separation threshold tests and chi-square test

Solution Separation Test

G W   
k

 0  0 


3 j,.

T

(13)

G must be redefined by removing its 3+jth column. This
happens if all satellites from constellation j are in idxk.
The position solution tolerant to fault mode k is obtained
by applying the corresponding weighted least squares to
the residuals y:





xˆ  k   xˆ  k   xˆ  0   S  k   S  0  y where



(16)

(12)

For all j such that:
T

k

i 1

S  k   GT W k G



1

GT W  k 

(14)

For each fault mode, there are three solution separation
threshold tests, one for each coordinate. The thresholds
are indexed by the fault index k and the coordinate index
q and noted Tk,q. They are defined by:

Tk , q  K fa , q ss k,q

(18)

where:

 PFA _ HOR
K fa ,1  K fa ,2  Q 1 
 4N
fault modes






(19)

 PFA _ VERT
K fa ,3  Q 1 
 2N
fault modes






(20)

Q-1(p) is the (1-p)-quantile of a zero-mean unit-variance
Gaussian distribution. Protection Levels can be computed
only if for all k and q we have:

 k ,q 

k
0
xˆq   xˆq 

1

Tk ,q

(21)

If any of the tests fails, exclusion must be attempted.

The chi-square statistic for the all-in-view set is computed
as follows:





  y Wacc  Wacc G  G Wacc G  G Wacc y
T

T

1

T

(22)

1
. The threshold is
In this equation, we have Wacc  C acc
defined by:




 Pconst ,not monitored 
P
PHMIVERT  1 sat ,not monitored
PHMIVERT  PHMI HOR 

(24)
The output VPL must be within TOLPL of the solution of
this equation. There are several methods available to
solve this equation. Appendix B proposes one of them, as
well as a tight upper bound. The formal proof of safety
associated to this Protection Level can be found in
Appendix H.
Horizontal Protection Level (HPL)

χ2 statistic and threshold

2

 VPL  T  b k  
 VPL  b 0  N fault modes
k ,3
3
3

p
2Q 
Q

 fault ,k 
0 
k



k1



3
3



F T 2 , n  3  N const  1  PFA _ CHI 2

(23)

In the above equation the operator F  u , deg  is the cdf of
a chi-square distribution with deg degrees of freedom. If
 2  T , but  k , q  1 for all q and k, the PL cannot be
2

considered valid and exclusion cannot be attempted. In
this case, the chi-square statistic is larger than expected,
but none of the solution separation tests have failed,
which suggests that the fault is outside the threat model.
This test is a sanity check (a similar test is required for
SBAS in [15]).

For the HPL computations, we first compute HPLq for
q=1 and 2. HPLq is the solution to the equation:
 HPLq  bq 0
2Q 

 q 0







 HPLq  Tk , q  bq k  

p fault , k Q 



 q k 
k 1



P
P

1
const , not monitored 
PHMI HOR  1  sat , not monitored


2
PHMI
PHMI
VERT
HOR



N fault

modes

(25)
The output HPLq must be within TOLPL of the solution of
this equation. This equation can be solved using a half
interval search as shown for the VPL in Appendix B.
The HPL is given by:

HPL  HPL12  HPL22

(26)

Results of this step: VPL and HPL
Results of this step: Thresholds Tk,q, decision on whether
to continue with Protection Level calculation, attempt
fault exclusion, or declare the HPL and VPL invalid.
Accuracy, the fault free position error bound, and
Effective Monitor Threshold
Protection Levels

Vertical Protection Level (VPL)
The VPL is the solution to the equation:

The standard deviation of the vertical position solution
used for these two criteria is given by:

 v , acc  e3T S  0 Cacc S  0T e3

(27)

The formulas for the two accuracy requirements are given
by:

accuracy  95%  K ACC v _ acc

(28)

fault  free 10 7   K FF  v , acc

(29)

Because 10 m / KFF is smaller than 4 m / KACC, the faultfree test is the only one that needs to be evaluated by the
aircraft.
The EMT takes into account the faults with a prior that is
equal or larger than PEMT. It is computed as follows:
 P
K md , EMT , k  Q 1  EMT
 2p
 fault , k
k

k 

 v,EMT  e S Cacc S
EMT 

T
3

max

k | p faul ,k  PEMT

T

k ,3





 k T

It will be shown below in Appendix F that the subset of
satellites corresponding to this index is a good choice for
exclusion with Nex satellites. The candidate subsets are
tested as explained below starting with Nex=1. The search
stops when a consistent set has been found (that is, when
the tests described in the next paragraph pass). Notice
that the search for a candidate set of size Nex is performed
among all possible subsets out of the all-in-view set.

Testing the candidate subsets
Let us suppose that we exclude the satellites
corresponding to the kex subset. First, we determine a
new position solution:

(30)
xˆ 

e3

0  , new

T
T
  Gnew
Wnew Gnew  Gnew
Wnew PRnew
1

(31)


 K md , EMT , k  v , EMT
k



(32)

Results of this step: 95% accuracy, the 10-7 fault free
position error bound, and EMT

The new set of measurements is obtained from the all-inview by removing the pseudoranges in the kex subset.
Following the same procedure as for the all-in-view we
determine, pfault,new,k ,idx,new,k for k ranging from 0 to the
maximum number of faults, Psat,notmonitored,new, and Pconst,not
monitored,new

Similarly, we compute  q

k  new

Fault exclusion

The objective of the fault exclusion function is twofold: to
increase availability when there is little ambiguity as to
which set of satellites is faulted, and to provide a notion
of prior probability update.
Determination of candidates for exclusion
Fault exclusion is performed based on the test results τk,q
from the solution separation tests. Fault exclusion is
attempted when one of these test statistics has exceeded
its threshold. If the all-in-view set is found to be
inconsistent, the algorithm may have to exclude a subset
of satellites of size Nex. For each possible size Nex of the
subset we determine the best candidate for exclusion as
follows:



k N ex  arg min 
k





2k 

| idxk  N ex

k 
k 
k 
 2 k   y T Wacc
 Wacc
G G T Wacc
G



1

(35)



(33)



k 
G T Wacc
y (34)

,  ss ,q , bq
k new

k  new

for k from 1

to Nfaults,new, and from q from 1, 2, and 3. The solution
separation tests are performed as before with the new
thresholds Tk,q,new (which are computed using Equation
(18) using the appropriate subsets). To compute a
Protection Level, these tests must pass.
Exclusion test to account for wrong exclusion probability
In addition to the previous tests, for each of the subsets
we perform the following test. Let us consider the subset
corresponding to idxnew,k. We consider the solution
position from the all-in-view set that excludes the
satellites that are not considered in idxnew,k, but that
includes the satellites that were excluded in the previous
step.
For example, let us suppose that there are six satellites: 1,
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Let us assume that 1 is excluded. Then
the sets idxnew,k would be (supposing one fault at a time):
[3 4 5 6], [2 4 5 6], [2 3 5 6], [2 3 4 6], [2 3 4 5]. The
corresponding indices idxnew,k are the same to which we
add the excluded satellite to obtain the following sets: [1 3
4 5 6], [ 1 2 4 5 6], [1 2 3 5 6], [1 2 3 4 6], [1 2 3 4 5]. Let
us label k’ the corresponding index. For each value of q
we test:

xˆq k '  xˆq k  new  Tk , q , exclusion

(36)
Note that the position solutions corresponding to idxk’
have already been computed for the faults deriving from
independent satellite faults.
They have not been
computed when idxk’ corresponds to the exclusion of a
whole constellation. Note that in some of these cases, the
above test will always fail, because both the left side and
right side in the inequality are zero.
The threshold is computed as follows:







 ss k,,qnew  k ' 2  S q k,. new  S q k,. ' Cacc S q k,. new  S q k,. '

 p fault , kex   k , new k '
Tk , q ,exclusion  Q1 
  ss , q
 2 

0 ,new
 VPL
 b3   0
exclusion
2Q 
 p fault ,kex 
0 ,new
 3 


N fault

modes ,new


k 1

k new
 VPL
 Tk ,3,new  b3   k
exclusion
p fault ,k ,newQ 
 p fault ,kex
k new


 3 

 P
 Pconst ,not monitored ,new 
 PHMIVERT  1 sat ,not monitored ,new

PHMIVERT  PHMI HOR



(40)
This equation is formally identical to the PL equation for
the all-in-view. There is however a difference: each term

has the additional factor p fault
( p fault ,kex is, we recall, the
,k



T

k

ex

(37)

probability of fault mode kex in the original list of faults).
As will be seen below, the addition of this factor
guarantees that the integrity risk given the test results is
below the requirements.

(38)

This term can also be interpreted as follows: If the
exclusion test passes (that is, it exceeds the threshold) it
means that the subset under consideration confirms that
the proposed excluded satellite (or group of satellites)
appears to be faulty. If the test doesn’t pass, it means that
the subset of satellites that was excluded is itself a
suspect.
We therefore need to increase its prior
probability.

We now define:

 k  1 if xˆq k '  xˆq k  new  Tk , q ,exclusion for all q
 k  0 otherwise
(39)
A value of k  1 indicates that there is an increased risk
that the wrong satellite has been excluded, as the subset
under consideration appears to be consistent while it
includes the excluded satellite. That means that another
candidate for exclusion is present and this will have to be
accounted for in the protection level computations after
exclusion.

Protection Level computation after exclusion

After exclusion of the subset corresponding to the kth
index, the Protection Level equation is:

Accuracy computation after exclusion

Because the prior probability might be modified if the test
doesn’t pass, fault modes need to be taken into account
when computing the 95% error bound, which we label
VPE95%. We need to have:

 VPE  b0,new  
95%
3
2Q 
 p fault0 ,kex 
0,new
3


N faults

modes ,new


k 1

k new
 L T
 b3    k
95%
k ,3,new
p fault ,k ,newQ 
 p fault ,kex  95%
k new


 3 

(41)

Integrity of the exclusion algorithm

The probability of HMI given the test results can be
developed as follows:
P  HMI | test results  

We have the approximate inequality:
P  HMI , test results   |fault k  

P  HMI , test results 

(42)
The exclusion of the satellites in subset kex can be
attempted if we have:

max  kex , q  1
q

(43)

test results   = max  kex , q  1, max  k , q , new  1,  k   k
k ,q



(44)
The first condition states that the subset kex has exceeded
the threshold. The second condition states that after
excluding this subset, the solution separation tests pass.
Finally, the third set of tests (the exclusion tests) checks
whether each separate subset confirms the exclusion of
kex. It is not possible to compute the exact probability of
this event, because faults can produce any bias in the
measurements. However, we can say that this set of test
results is very likely to happen if the subset kex is indeed
faulty. It is therefore reasonable to assume that:
P  test results  =





P max  kex , q  1, max  k , q , new  1,  k   k ~ p fault , kex
q

k ,q



 k  new
q

 1   k  Tk , q , exclusion |fault k

 k  new



q

(45)
That is, the probability of obtaining these test results is on
the order of the probability of having a fault in the subset
kex.
We now evaluate the probability:



(47)
1 k
fault , kex

 VPLkex  Tk , q , new |fault k p

 VPLexclusion  Tk ,3, new  b3 k  new
 Q

 3 k  new


We first compute an estimate of the event labeled “test
results(θ)”:

q

 k '
q

q

The exclusion tests provide the additional conditions θk.
These conditions do not affect the decision to exclude, but
they do affect the calculation of the Protection Levels.




P  xˆ  xˆ
 P  x  xˆ

P xq  xˆq k  new  VPLkex  Tk , q , new |fault k 

P  test results 

 1
p k
 fault , kex


This inequality shows that if the post-exclusion VPL is
computed according to (40) then the integrity requirement
integrity is met given the test results, if it is assumed that
the neglected fault modes are negligible.
Result of this step: Index of faulted satellites or
constellations, post-exclusion VPL and HPL

Monitoring
(preliminary)

previously

excluded

satellites

Satellites previously excluded must be monitored every
TCHECK. This is done by comparing the measured range to
the expected range. The expected range PRexpected is based
on the position and clock solution using the healthy
satellites. The excluded satellite can only be included in
the solution once it has passed a threshold test for the last
TRECOV. The threshold test is not yet defined.
Result of this step: consistency of previously excluded
satellites (flags)

4.

LIST OF POSSIBLE REFINEMENTS
TO THE BASELINE ALGORITHM

In this section we briefly describe possible improvements
of the reference algorithm that were considered and
studied to varying degrees by the ARAIM subgroup.
These changes can be classified by where they differ from
the reference algorithm.

P  HMI , test results  
 xq  xˆq kex   VPLk , k xq k  new  xˆq kex 

ex


P


k'
k new
 Tk , q , new , xˆq   xˆq 
 1   k  Tk , q , exclusion 



(46)

Improvements in the false alert risk allocation among
modes

In the baseline algorithm, the false alert allocation is split
evenly across all fault modes. As explained in [12], there

is an optimal choice of false alert allocation that could
reduce both the PLs and the EMT. In [6] the false alert
allocation was chosen to minimize all thresholds. This
approach works when all thresholds are considered in the
EMT calculation, but can result in higher PLs and EMT if
it is not the case. Since the constellation faults are the
dominant terms in the EMT, an approach where the false
alert allocation is mostly given to the constellation fault
modes would be a good choice (and probably close to the
optimal choice given in [12]).

 Pconst , not monitored 
 P
 PHMIVERT 1  sat , not monitored

PHMIVERT  PHMI HOR 

(51)

Another way to improve the false alert allocation is by
taking into account that some tests are actually redundant.
For example, in the one satellite out case the solution
separation tests in each coordinate are measuring the same
statistic.

A similar idea is exploited in the Q-method [17]. In the
Q-method, a two dimensional function, or map, is precomputed. For a given probability of misdetection, this
map provides the PL as a function of two parameters
related to the geometry.

Improvements in the calculation of the Protection
Level

Threat model modifications

The Protection Level above may be reduced by refining
the calculation of the integrity risk. A description of this
approach can be found in [16]. In the baseline algorithm,
the upper bound of the contribution is used:
 VPL  Tk ,3  b3 k 
P  HMI | fault k   Q 

 3 k 







(48)

In this proposed change, a finer upper bound is defined as
a function of two parameters instead of one:
 VPL  T  b k 
 3 0
k ,3
3
,
P  HMI | fault k   F 
   k  2    0 2
 3 k  2   3 0 2
3
3






(49)

The function F is defined as:
F   ,    max Q  u  Q
u



1   2   u



(50)
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k 1


 

 VPL  T  b k 
 3 0
3
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p fault , k F 
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The threat model can be refined by limiting the potential
effect of constellation-wide faults [18], [19].
Constellation-wide faults caused by erroneous
EOP/EOPPs would mostly affect the position error in the
horizontal plane, and in a consistent way. This constraint
can be expressed by writing that a fault mode is the
addition of a nuisance parameter bEOP. The measurement
model in the faulted case is given by:
 y1   G1
 y   G
 2  2

0  x 
n

G2  bEOP 

(52)

In this equation yi is the vector of measurements from
constellation i. The variable x is the actual position and
clock offsets. The matrix [G1T G2T]T is the matrix G
defined above. G 2 is defined by:

1 0 0 0 0 
G 2  G2 

0 1 0 0 0 

T

(53)

If only the East West coordinate is affected then:
A derivation of Equation (49) can be found in Appendix
K. The Protection Level is then the solution of the
modified equation:

T
G 2  G2 1 0 0 0 0 

(54)

This modified constellation fault can be handled either
with a chi-square approach as outlined in [18], or within
the framework of the reference solution separation
algorithm [20], by computing a position solution tolerant
to this fault. The algorithm then proceeds identically. It
is possible to relax the constraint that the error only
affects the horizontal coordinates by allowing the vertical
position error due to the fault to be non-zero, but by

bounding its magnitude by the magnitude of the error in
the horizontal plane [21]. These approaches are very
appealing because they lessen the effect of constellation
wide faults on availability, to the point where they barely
affect it. However, it is not known to the subgroup at this
time whether it can be assumed that the vertical error
caused by constellation wide faults is always no larger
than the horizontal errors. Additionally, it is not clear that
EOP/EOPP faults can only affect one constellation at a
time

Ground validated long term ephemeris for EOP fault
mitigation

As in the previous section, the objective of this proposed
improvement is to mitigate the effect of constellation
wide faults. The idea consists of sending to the user a
validated source for the computation of satellite position,
which can either be used directly in the positioning
process or for detection of faults in the current broadcast
ephemerides. A method of the second type, which is
directly applicable to the detection of EOP/EOPP faults,
is described in [22].
The method uses adjacent
ephemerides to detect EOP/EOPP faults introduced at
ephemeris data set cutovers. It is significant that this
method, unlike the ARAIM methods described in the
sections above, does not depend on independence of
EOP/EOPP faults across GNSS core constellations. The
drawback is that EOP/EOPP faults that are solely growing
relative to the specified GPS fault exposure limit of 6
hours [23] cannot be reliably detected using adjacent
ephemeris tests. An alternative method, based on longterm projection of validated ephemerides is briefly
introduced in [24] and is currently being investigated.
Related methods have exhibited good performance for
long-term orbit propagation in mobile phone positioning
applications [25]. The role of the ARAIM ground
segment (which determines the ISM) would be to create
projection model parameters using a series of previously
ground-validated ephemerides. Using auxiliary methods
like these to eliminate EOP/EOPP faults would allow the
receiver ARAIM algorithms to assume a very low
probability of constellation fault Pconst, and it would
alleviate the need to prove independence of EOP/EOPP
faults across constellations. Such methods would also be
effective in a single constellation reversionary mode.

within the framework of slope-based RAIM, where single
faults are assumed [26] and accuracy constraints are not
considered. It has also been exploited in OWAS, which
considers both accuracy and integrity constraints [27].
It is possible to simultaneously optimize the integrity
allocation and the position solution, take into account
additional constraints when generating the position
solution - for example the accuracy, but not only -, and do
it for any threat model (in particular multiple faults). This
is done by casting the problem as a convex optimization
problem. The algorithm is described in [28]. To illustrate
the algorithm, we rewrite the Vertical Protection Level
equation to make the threshold explicit:

 VPL  b3 0
2Q 
   0
3



 



k 
 0
k 
 0 T
k 
 VPL  K fa,3 S3,.  S3,. Cacc S3,.  S3,.  b3
p fault , k Q 

 3 k 
k 1


 Pconst , not monitored 
 P
 PHMIVERT 1  sat , not monitored

PHMI
VERT  PHMI HOR


(55)
N fault



modes

 



The approach consists on modifying the all-in-view
position solution coefficients so that the VPL is
 0
minimized (that is, S3,.
is no longer calculated using a
weighted least-squares) while meeting the accuracy and
EMT constraints.
Test simplification

It is possible to bypass the computation of all subsets
positions at the expense of a slightly degraded
performance. We have the inequality (where Wacc is the
inverse of Cacc):

xˆq

k

2

2

0
k
 xˆq   xˆq  

 



 ss k,q 2 yT Wacc  Wacc G  GT Wacc G  GT Wacc y
1

(56)

The only test to be performed is to check whether:
Improvements in the position solution

The reference algorithm computes an all-in-view position
solution based on a least squares approach using Cint as
the covariance of the pseudorange errors. The Protection
Level may be reduced by choosing a different position
solution. This approach has been exploited in NIORAIM





yT Wacc  Wacc G  GT Wacc G  GT Wacc y
 T 2 , alternate  

1

2
1
n  3  Nconst

1  PFA 

(57)







If the test passes, the Protection Levels are computed
taking:

Tk , q   ss ,q T 2 , alternate
k

(meters)

Galileo

(58)

More details on this simplification can be found in
Appendix F.

SUMMARY

This work presents a step by step specification of a
baseline Advanced RAIM airborne algorithm which is
multi-constellation capable and can protect against a
multiple fault threat model. The algorithm is based on
solution separation, because it makes the treatment of
multiple faults simple, and because it is shown to be
optimal in a certain sense. The key steps in the
calculation of the availability criteria (VPL, HPL, EMT
and accuracy) are: the determination of the fault modes to
be monitored based on the contents of the ISM, the
computation of the subset position solutions as well as
their corresponding standard deviations, and the solution
of the Protection Level equations. Then, we describe an
exclusion algorithm that meets the integrity requirements
given that exclusion is attempted that is not
computationally intensive. As this algorithm requires the
computation of a potentially large number of position
solutions, we indicate how the computation of subset
position solutions can be made very efficient with the use
of rank one update formulas. Finally, we summarize
several possible improvements that were not included in
the current baseline algorithm.

 nGal
,user
(vs
elevation)

5

0.4529m

50

0.2359 m

10

0.3553 m

55

0.2339 m

15

0.3063 m

60

0.2302 m

20

0.2638 m

65

0.2295 m

25

0.2593 m

70

0.2278 m

30

0.2555 m

75

0.2297 m

35

0.2504 m

80

0.2310 m

40

0.2438 m

85

0.2274 m

45

0.2396 m

90

0.2277 m

Table A-1. Galileo Elevation Dependent SIS user error

The

 n,user for GPS follows the formula provided in [29]

for the Airborne Accuracy Designator – Model A (AADA) [30]:

 nGPS
, user 

f L41  f L45

f

2
L1

f



2 2
L5

 MP    Noise 
2

2

 MP    0.13[m]  0.53[m]exp( /10[deg])
 Noise    0.15[m]  0.43[m]exp( / 6.9[deg])
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APPENDIX A
Error Models

Two error budgets for GPS and Galileo have been made
use of to allow for a performance prediction in the frame
of ARAIM. The Galileo user contribution to the error
budget is identified in tabular form.

(59)
where θ is the elevation angle in degrees. This represents
an overbound of the error after carrier smoothing.
The tropospheric delay

 n,tropo

can be modeled according

to [31] as

 n,tropo    0.12[m]

1.001
    
0.002001   sin 

  180  

2

(60)
where  is given in degrees and relates to the elevation
angle.

The function Pexceed is convex so a linear approximation
provides a tight upper bound of the VPL:

APPENDIX B
Method to Solve the VPL Equation

VPLapprox ,upper  VPLlow,init 

 PHMI

The VPL can be obtained by solving the following
equation using a half interval search:

Pexceed VPL  PHMIVERT , ADJ

VERT



 Pexceed VPLlow,init  

(67)

VPLupper ,init  VPLlow,init

Pexceed VPLupper ,init   Pexceed VPLlow,init 

(61)

Similarly, the function log Pexceed is concave, so a linear
approximation provides a tight lower bound:

where:

 VPL  b3 0
Pexceed VPL   2Q 
   0
3


 VPL  Tk ,3  b3 k 
 N fault modes


p
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fault , k

 3 k 
k 1


(62)

and:
 Pconst , not monitored 
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PHMIVERT , ADJ  PHMIVERT  1  sat , not monitored

PHMI
VERT  PHMI HOR



(63)
This search can be started with the lower and upper
bounds which relate to full and even allocation of the
integrity risk respectively and are given by:

VPLlow,init

 1  PHMIVERT , ADJ   0
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  3  b3 ,
2
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The iterations stop when:
VPLup  VPLlow  TOLPL






VPLapprox ,low  VPLlow,init 

 log PHMI

VERT , ADJ



 log Pexceed VPLlow,init  

(68)

VPLupper ,init  VPLlow,init

log Pexceed VPLupper ,init   log Pexceed VPLlow,init 

APPENDIX C
Algorithm That Determines the Maximum Size of the
Subsets That Need to Be Monitored and the
Contribution to the Integrity Budget of All
Unmonitored Subsets

Probability of subset fault
In the following equations, psat,i is the prior probability of
fault in satellite i, which is included in the Integrity
Support Message (and are not necessarily identical). The
probability that the set of satellites (64)
i1, i2,…, ir is faulty,
and the remaining ones are not faulty is given by:



s 1,, r

psat ,is

 1  p

s 1,, r

N sat

 1  p  
k 1

sat , k

 pno _ fault

s 1,, r



s 1,, r

sat , is



psat ,is
1  psat ,is

(69)

psat ,is
1  p(65)
sat , is

where:
(66)

The final VPL is given by VPLup at the end of iteration.
In the case of HPL1 and HPL2, the approach is identical,
but the appropriate parameters must be changed.
Approximation Not Requiring an Iterative Algorithm

N sat

pno _ fault   1  psat , k 

(70)

k 1

This probability is bounded by the probability that the set
of satellites i1, i2,…, ir is faulty, and the remaining ones
are either faulty or not, which is given by:

r

p
s 1

(71)

sat , is

Using Equation (76), Nsat,max can be determined by:

 N sat

N sat ,max   PSAT _ THRES   psat ,k 
 k 1


Probability that r or more satellites are faulted
For r = 1, r =2, and r=3, the exact probability can be
easily computed.

P

SAT _ THRES

The probability that there are 1 or more faults is given by:

is defined by:



P

SAT _ THRES

1  pno _ fault

 u   min r |


(72)

The probability that there are 2 or more faults is given by:
N sat

psat ,i1

i1 1

1  psat ,i1

1  pno _ fault  pno _ fault 

The probability that there are 3 or more simultaneous
faults is given by:


u r 1
 PSAT _ THRES 
 r  1!


(78)

With this definition, we have:

P

 u   0 for u  PSAT _ THRES

P

 u   1 for PSAT _ THRES

P

 u   2 for  2PSAT _ THRES  2  u   6PSAT _ THRES  3

SAT _ THRES

(73)

(77)

SAT _ THRES

1

 u   2 PSAT _ THRES  2
1

SAT _ THRES

1

(79)

 Nsat psat ,i1
1  pno _ fault 1  
 i 1 1  psat ,i
1
 1


psat ,i1
psat ,i2
  pno _ fault 

i1  i2 1  psat ,i1 1  psat ,i2

(74)









i1  i2  ir





i1  i2  ir i1 , i2 ,, ir

psat ,i j

(75)
The formula increases in complexity with r. An upper
bound is given by:



Psat _ subsets r , psat ,1 , , psat , N sat 



i1  i2  ir

psat ,i1  psat ,ir

 N sat

  psat , k 
k 1


r!

SAT _ THRES

 u   r for

SAT _ THRES

psat ,i1  psat ,ir



P

 r !P

The probability that r or more satellites are faulted is
smaller than:
Psat _ subsets r , psat ,1 , , psat , N sat 

More generally:



1
r

1

 u    r  1 ! PSAT _ THRES  r 1

Example of minimum subset size
The table below shows the minimum number of
simultaneous satellite faults that need to be tested as a
function of Psat (assuming it is the same for all satellites)
and Nsat. For example, for 35 satellites and a prior of
5x10-4, the total probability of fault of the subsets with
more 4 satellites or more is below the threshold
PSAT_THRES, and only subsets with 1, 2 or 3 faults need to
be taken into account.

r

(76)

This upper bound can be shown by considering the
development of the right term and noticing that the left
term is a subset of the resulting terms.

15
20
25
30
35
Psat/Nsat 10
-5
10
1
1
1
1
2
2
10-4
2
2
2
2
2
2
5x10-4
2
3
3
3
3
3
10-3
3
3
3
3
3
4
Table C1. Nsat,max as a function of Psat and Nsat
Probability that p or more constellations are faulted

Determination of Nsat,max

(80)

We define:
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4
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xˆq k   xˆq k   xˆq 0  Sq k,.  Sq 0,. Wacc2Wacc2  y  Gx 

Pconst _ subsets 1, pconst ,1 , , pconst , Nconst 
N const

Proof of the inequality (56)
The proof of this inequality is as follows. We have:

The probability that there are 2 or more constellation
faults is given by:



(85)

Here Vslope,i is defined as the ratio of the vertical
position error over the square root of the chi-square
statistic assuming that all satellites have zero error except
the ith one.

The probability that there are 1 or more constellation
faults is given by:



 ssi ,3  Vslope, i

(81)

(83)

for any x
(86)

const , k

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have:
APPENDIX D
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2

1

2
xˆq k   xˆq 0  S q k,.  S q 0,. Wacc2Wacc
 y  Gx 

Additional Considerations on Subset Determination

It is possible to reduce the number of subsets to be tested
by including smaller subsets in larger ones. For example,
a multiple satellite fault of satellites belonging to the same
constellation can be counted by increasing the prior of the
constellation fault. As an example, for n satellites of a
same constellation with a prior of psat, and where it has
been determined that all subsets with two satellites must
be tested, it is possible to only test the constellation wide
fault provided that pconst is changed as follows:
pconst , adjusted  pconst

n 2
   psat
2



1 2
2
acc
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The first term in the product is given by:
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q ,.
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  ss k,q 2

(88)

The second term is equal to:
(84)

It is still necessary to check all subsets of two satellites
where each belongs to a different constellation.

APPENDIX E
Relationship between Chi-square and Solution
Separation

Link to Parity Vector and Chi-square based RAIM
Methods
In addition to simplifying the processing, the variant
expressed by Equation (58) highlights the link of the
proposed algorithm with other RAIM approaches. This
link becomes more apparent with the following
relationship [12]:

2

1

2
Wacc
 y  Gx    y  Gx  Wacc  y  Gx 
T

(89)

Because this is true for any x, we can take the minimum
of the above expression, which is:

min  y  Gx  Wacc  y  Gx  
T

x





yT Wacc  Wacc G  GT Wacc G  GT Wacc y
1

(90)

APPENDIX F
Proof that Subset That Minimizes Its Chi-square
Statistic Is a Good Choice for Exclusion

For this Appendix, we assume that Wacc and Wint coincide.
We show that the subset with the largest solution

separation residual is a good choice for exclusion. As
shown in Appendix F, we have:
k
0
xˆq   xˆq 
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 ss , q
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2
 yT Wacc  Wacc G  GT Wacc G  GT Wacc y   acc

1

(91)
This means that the subset that minimizes its chi-square
statistic is a good choice for exclusion, because the chisquare statistic is an upper bound of the solution
separation test ratio.

xˆ  Sy
S   G T WG  G T W
1

The first step consists on a change of variable.
define:

In the case of one satellite exclusion, we have the
following relationship (see Appendix I):
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That is, we wish to find the region Ω that meets the false
alarm requirement and minimizes the integrity risk within
the VAL. We show that the optimal region is defined by
the solution separation between the all-in-view solution
and the least-squares solution that is unaffected by the
fault. The all-in-view solution is given by:

We

1

 xˆ A  G T WG G T WA G T W 
 ˆ T
  T y
T
 b   A WG A WA   A W 

2

 G T WG 1  SAR 1 AT S T


 R 1 AT S T

(92)

2

 SAR 1  G T W 
 T  y
R 1   A W 

P  I  G  G T WG  G T W
1

R  AT WPA

iˆ2 is the chi-square statistic computed without satellite i.

y  xˆ A , bˆ, y  Gxˆ A  Abˆ

APPENDIX G

We give elements of the proof that in the case of Gaussian
noise, the test that minimizes the integrity risk at a
constant probability of false alert is the solution
separation test. Under no fault, we have the measurement
equation:

xˆ A  xˆ  SAR 1 AT WPy



(93)

A is an n by m matrix and b an m by one vector. We solve
the optimization problem (there are other forms of
presenting the problem, but they are equivalent):
b

such that Prob  y  Gx       Pfa

(95)



(99)

In the presence of a bias, the vertical position error is
given by:
xˆ3  x3  e3T Sy  x3
(100)
 e3T S    Ab   e3T S  e3T SAb
where:
T
(101)
e3   0 0 1 0 0 

(94)

minimize max Prob  xˆ3  x3  VAL, y  Gx    Ab  

bˆ  R1 AT WPy

y  Gxˆ A  Abˆ  P  I  AR 1 AT W  Py

A fault can be defined by the effect it has on the
measurement equation:
y  Gx    Ab

(98)

In this change of variables we have projected the vector of
measurements onto the fault tolerant position estimate, the
estimate of the fault bias, and the corresponding parity
vector. The following formulas can be verified:

Optimality of the Solution Separation Test under
Certain Conditions

y  Gx  

(97)

xˆA is the least-squares solution unaffected by the fault.
We do the change of variables:

We therefore see that to minimize the chi-square statistic
we must maximize the normalized solution separation (in
the case of one satellite exclusion).



(96)

The next step consists on determining which information



in xˆ A , bˆ, y  Gxˆ A  Abˆ is relevant to the vertical position
error. We have:





y  Gxˆ A  Abˆ  P  I  AR 1 AT W  P

(102)

The parity vector above does not depend on the vector b.
In addition, as can be expected, the random component is
uncorrelated from the random error in the position error:



E P  I  AR 1 AT W  P  e3T S 

T

P  I  AR 1 AT W  PW 1 S T e3  0



(103)

There is therefore no information in this parity vector
about the vertical position error.
We now examine xˆA :
xˆ A  x  S   SAR 1 AT WP

(104)

Since it is affected by the true position, which can be
anything, there is no information on the position error in
xˆA . This means, as was expected, that all the information
is contained in b̂ . We now perform another change of
variable:
bV  vT b
v   e3T SA 

T

bother  V T b
VTv  0

(105)

The columns of V are orthogonal to v and complete v into
a basis of Rm. We consider now the change of variables
on the statistics:
(106)
bˆ  v T bˆ, V T bˆ
We have:
xˆ3  x3  e3T S   bV

(107)

Because the biases b are arbitrary, so are the components
of the vector [bV botherT]T. Therefore, there is no
information on the position error in the variable:

V T bˆ  bother  V T R1 ATWP

(108)

minimize max Prob  xˆ3  x3  VAL, y   | fault


b

such that Prob  y   | no fault   Pfa

(110)

After the change in variables the problem is written:

 xˆ A 

 ˆ 
b

minimize max Prob  e3T  xˆ  x   VAL,  V    ' | fault
bV , bother
'
ˆ

bother 

 z 

  xˆ A 




  bˆV 

such that Prob  
   ' | no fault   Pfa
ˆ
 bother 

 z 




(111)
We have shown that after changing variables, the only
relevant information to limit x̂3  x3 is included in the
T
scalar: e3  xˆ A  xˆ  . As a consequence, there is no reason

to limit the region Ω’ in the other components (although
intuitively obvious, the formal proof of this statement is
complex and is not included here). The problem therefore
becomes the search of an interval (or union of intervals) Λ
such that:

minimize max Prob  bV   w1  VAL, bV   ss w2   


bV

such that Prob  ss w2     Pfa
(112)
In the above formulation we have performed the change
of variables:
e3T S    w1
(113)
e3T SAR 1 AT WP   ss w2
The random variables w1 and w2 are independent zero
mean unit Gaussian distributed. It can be shown that the
optimal interval is    T , T  such that:
Prob  ss w2   T , T   Pfa

This means that all the information is in the scalar random
variable vT bˆ . We have:
vT bˆ  e3T SAbˆ  e3T SAR 1 AT WPy  e3T  xˆ  xˆ A  (109)
We now go back to the original problem:



APPENDIX H
Protection Level Proof of Safety

(114)











Definitions



0
k
0
P xˆ3   x3  VPL, xˆ3   xˆ3   Tk 



P xˆ3 0  x3  VPL, xˆ3 0  xˆ3 k   Tk

x3 true vertical position

xˆ3 k  estimated vertical position using subset k (position





P Tk  xˆ3   x3  VPL

s3  coefficients projecting measurements onto the
k

estimated position k.
bnom , act nominal biases (nx1 vector)

k





k 

 P xˆ3  x3  VPL  Tk

mode k
 nominal random error
Tk threshold for solution separation for the kth fault mode
k=0
pap , k a priori probability of fault mode k.
corresponds to the fault free mode



0
k
k
0
k
 P xˆ3   xˆ3   xˆ3   x3  VPL, xˆ3   xˆ3   Tk 

estimate tolerant to fault k). k=0 is the all in view.

bnom nominal biases bound (nx1 vector)
b fault error in all in view position resulting from fault




Ps





0
k
0
P xˆ3   x3  VPL, xˆ3   xˆ3   Tk 

 0 T
3





  s3 0T bnom, act  b fault  VPL, xˆ3 k   xˆ3 0  Tk 





P s3    s3  bnom, act  VPL  P s3    VPL  s3  bnom , act
0T



0T

 P s3    VPL  s3

k

 k standard deviation of xˆ3  x3

0

0T

T

bnom



0T

0T

(118)
 0

Contribution to the integrity budget of each fault mode
Fault mode k affects the all-in-view position as follows
(regardless of how many satellites are affected).

In the above equation, the notation s3

 k T

b fault

xˆ3  x3  s3   s3 bnom,act







(116)



 0
3

 x3  VPL, xˆ3 k   xˆ3 0  Tk

T







k
k T
k T
P xˆ3   x3  VPL  Tk  P s3    s3  bnom  VPL  Tk





(117)





k T

k T

 VPL  T  s  k  b
3
k
nom
 Q 
 k T
k 

s3 cov    s3


k T

k 


  Q  VPL  Tk  s3 bnom


k




T



Let us suppose that bfault>0. (It is easy to verify that the
bound will also work for bfault<0). For each fault mode k,
we have:



 P s3    VPL  Tk  s3  bnom  P s3    VPL  Tk  s3
T



k
0
 x3  VPL, xˆ3   xˆ3   Tk 



 0 T

(119)

P xˆ3 0  x3  VPL, xˆ3 k   xˆ3 0  Tk 
 0
3





k 

We also have:

To compute an upper bound of this expression, we write:


P  xˆ
P  xˆ



P xˆ3  x3  VPL  Tk  P s3   VPL  s3 0 bnom

(115)

The probability of misdetection is given by:

b fault

means that we

0
k
0
max P xˆ3   x3  VPL, xˆ3   xˆ3   Tk 

 k T

max P xˆ3 0   x3  VPL, xˆ3 k   xˆ3 0  Tk

T

take the component-wise absolute value of each
coordinate (to avoid writing a sum). To summarize we
have:

0
0T
0T
xˆ3   x3  s3    s3  bnom, act  b fault

k 









(120)
The second term is actually only a particular case of the
above equation:



 0 T

 0

P s3   VPL  s3

T

bnom



 VPL  s 0 T b
3
nom
 Q 
0









(121)
The probability of HMI is therefore given by:

k

T

bnom



N faults


k 0

We show formulas that link the estimation coefficients S
from a set of satellites to a set of satellites minus one
satellite. These formulas can greatly speed up the user
algorithm, because it is not necessary to invert a 5 by 5
matrix for each subset.

  VPL  T  s k  T b 
 VPL  s 0 T b  
k
nom 
nom  
3
3
 
pap , k  Q 
 Q 


k
0



 



 
(122)

We consider a diagonal weighting matrix:

The second term can be re-grouped as follows:
N faults


k 0

  VPL  T  s  k  b
3
k
nom

pap , k  Q 
k
 
 
T

 0


  Q  VPLk  s3 bnom


0




T







 0 T
 VPL  s  0 T b  N faults


  VPL  s3 bnom
3
nom 

 2 pap ,0 Q 
pap , k  Q 
   

0
0

  k 1
 



 VPL  T  s  k  T b 
N faults
3
k
nom 
pap , k Q 



k 1
k




 0 T

N

  VPL  s3 bnom
1 faults
 2  pap ,0   pap , k  Q 
0
2 k 1

 

N faults


k 1

 VPL  T  s  k  T b
k
nom
3
pap , k Q 
k











W  diag  w1  wn 



(126)

And an observation matrix:






 g1T 
 
G  
 g nT 
 

(127)

In the following equations, the index with the hat
indicates that we have removed that index from the
matrix.
Covariance matrix update:







 G WG   g w g  G WG 
 G W G    G WG  
1  g w  G WG  g
T
iˆ

1

iˆ

1

T

1

T

i

iˆ

T
i

i

T
i

T

1

1

T

i

i

(123)
(128)

We have:
pap ,0 

Chi-square statistic update:
N faults


k 1

pap , k  1 so pap ,0 

1
2

N faults


k 1

pap , k  1



 G W G 
y Wy  y WG  G WG  G Wy
T

This means that the formulation of SS ARAIM with one
sided cdf for all faults except the nominal strictly meets
the integrity requirement, as long as the probability of the
fault free is taken to be larger than:
pap ,0 

1
2

N faults


k 1

pap, k

(125)

instead of pap ,0 . In the proposed algorithm, this condition

T

yiˆT Wiˆ yiˆ  GiˆT Wiˆ yiˆ

(124)



T

T
iˆ

1

T



wi

1  giT wi GT WG

1

iˆ



1

iˆ

GiˆT Wiˆ yiˆ 

T

 y  g G WG 
g
i

T
i

T

1

GT Wy



2

i

(129)
Or:

iˆ2   2 



wi

1  giT wi GT WG



1

gi





yi  giT GT WG



1

GT Wy



(130)

is met because we use a prior of 1 for the fault free case.

Position solution update
APPENDIX I
Rank One Update Formulas

Here we specify the difference between the position
solutions whether we use the full set of measurements or
the subset with one satellite out:

2

 G WG  G Wy   G W G  G W y 
 G WG  g w y  g G WG G Wy (131)
   
1  g w  G WG  g
1

T

T

T
iˆ

i

Or:

i

T
iˆ

T
i

i

1

T

i

iˆ

iˆ

1

T

T

That is, subset fault modes include all n-1 and n-2 subsets,
as well as the two constellation fault modes. For the two
constellation fault modes we have:

i

 G WG  g w

1  g w  G WG 
1

T

xˆ  xˆiˆ

iˆ

1

T

T
i

1

iˆ

i

T
i

T

i

i

1

gi

y  g
i

T
i

 G WG 
T

1

G T Wy



 3 k   2.5760 m

 3 k '  2.5577 m

 ss k,3  1.5307 m

 ss k,3'  1.5292 m

b3 k   2.8935 m

b3 k '  2.0875 m
(137)

(132)

(We do not write the standard deviations for all the other
subsets). We have:

APPENDIX J
Numerical example

 PFA _ VERT
K fa ,3  Q 1 

 2 N fault modes

We consider the geometry defined by G:
G = [0.0225 0.9951 -0.0966 1 0;
0.6750 -0.6900 -0.2612 1 0;
0.0723 -0.6601 -0.7477 1 0;
-0.9398 0.2553 -0.2269 1 0;
-0.5907 -0.7539 -0.2877 1 0;
-0.3236 -0.0354 -0.9455 0 1;
-0.6748 0.4356 -0.5957 0 1;
0.0938 -0.7004 -0.7075 0 1;
0.5571 0.3088 -0.7709 0 1;
0.6622 0.6958 -0.2780 0 1];

VPL  19.7 m
The HPL is given by Equation (26) and is:

HPL  14.9 m
The EMT is given by Equation (32) and is:

EMT  11.8 m

We assume that for all satellites:
σURE,i=.50 m
bnom,i = .5 m

Psat,i=10-4
(134)

For the two constellations we assume:
Pconst,j=10-4


  5.3953

(138)

The solution to Equation (24) is:

(133)

σURA,i=.75 m

6

1  3.9  10
  Q 
 2  57


(135)

Following the steps outlined in the paper and using the
preliminary values introduced in the list of constants we
have:

The standard deviation of the all-in-view given by
Equation (27) is:
 v , acc  1.47 m

APPENDIX K

We provide elements for the proof of Equation (49). The
worst case integrity contribution is given by:
b fault

 [3.8865 1.4377 0.8604 1.6383 1.3229 
Cint  diag 

 0.8434 0.8963 0.8669 0.8573 1.3616] 
 [3.5740 1.1252 0.5479 1.3258 1.0104 
Cacc  diag 

 0.5309 0.5838 0.5544 0.5448 1.0491] 

N sat ,max  2
N const ,max  1



0
0
k
max P xˆ3   x3  VPL, xˆ3   xˆ3   Tk



 s3 0T   s3 0T bnom  b fault  VPL,
 (139)

 max P   0  k 
b fault
 s  s   s  0  s  k  b  b


T
3
3
3
nom
fault
k
 3




 



As we are maximizing over bfault, we can change the
variables as follows:
b fault  s3  bnom  b fault
0T

(136)

Under the integrity error model we have:

(140)



s3    N 0,  3
0T



0



s3    N 0,  3
k T

k 2

  3

0 2



(141)

In addition, these two random variables are independent.
As a consequence, we have:
0
0
k
max P xˆ3   x3  VPL, xˆ3   xˆ3   Tk



b fault



 0 T

 s3  VPL  b fault
,
  0 
 3 0
 3
 max P   0  k 
k
b fault
 s3  s3  Tk  s3  bnom  b fault


   k  2    0 2
 3 k  2   3 0 2
3
3









 (142)





  Tk  s3 k  bnom  b fault 

 Q  
 3 k  2   3 0 2 
 
Equation (49) can be obtained from (142) using the
appropriate change of variables and noticing that
 VPL  b fault
 max Q 

b fault
 3 0


s3  bnom  b3  .
k
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